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Quality-of-life goods and services for soldiers operating from contingency bases are key
for morale and physical and emotional well-being but also a substantial logistics burden,
especially in austere theaters, such as Afghanistan, where roads are few and the terrain is
difficult. This report evaluates factors that contribute to and detract from soldier quality
of life and recommends improvements in the face of a range of constraints.
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R ES E A RC H Q U EST I O NS

• How much quality-of-life (QoL) support is enough?
• What policy options would allow the Army deputy chief of staff for logistics to prioritize QoL support
with the other tasks facing the Army sustainment community—delivering enough QoL to contingency
bases to keep soldiers in the fight while also avoiding unsustainable logistics burdens?

K E Y FI N D I N GS

Policies controlling food, water, and fuel consumption are key to maintaining quality of life under
logistical constraints
• Fresh food is one important part of soldier quality of life (QoL). The fresher the food, the greater
its weight. A B-ration (meals prepared using canned or preserved ingredients) diet would require a
44-percent convoy premium over meals, ready to eat (MREs). An A-ration (meals prepared using fresh,
refrigerated, or frozen foods) diet would require a 58-percent convoy premium over MREs.
• Showers and laundry are other important factors in soldier QoL. An estimated 75 percent of the
water required at contingency bases is utilized for showers. Using just one shower water–reuse system
at its full capacity can result in saving potentially 3.2 million gallons of water per year. The Army is
investigating other opportunities, including gray-water recovery from laundry and food preparation
and similar sources.
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• Privacy and climate control are also important for QoL. Base-camp energy is an area rich in potential
savings, both in terms of electricity and in terms of fuel. One potentially very effective fuel-saving
option is the selection of soldier housing and work location structures. If 90 percent of the fuel
consumed goes to living, dining, and office space provided in barrack (wooden) huts (B-huts), a switch
to huts made from structural insulated panels (which demand just 60 percent as much energy as
B-huts) would reduce energy demand by an estimated 42,000 gallons per month.

To Do

R ECOM M E N DAT I O NS

• Maximize the use of local water sources in support of base-camp operations.
• Continue to develop doctrine for base-camp wastewater recovery, treatment, and reuse.
• Update existing base-camp doctrine to institutionalize the lessons learned since the version published
in 2013.
• Supplement existing documentation with doctrinal information and standards, forming a single basecamp development regulatory standard.
• Consider creating modified table of organization and equipment (MTOE) organizations to construct
and administer contingency bases.
• Assign base-camp management responsibility to an MTOE organization for contingency bases with
fewer than 6,000 residents.
• Institutionalize base-camp management training.
• Develop and institutionalize training and tools that enable combatant command and Army service
component command planners to more effectively conduct base-camp life-cycle planning.
• Consider expanding the Advanced Medium Mobile Power Sources inventory as a replacement for other
tactical generators currently in use.
• Continue to build capability for base-camp water management.
• Develop and implement materiel solutions to meet minimum energy-efficiency standards for temporary
structures.
• Develop policies that constrain automatic expansion of base-camp facilities and services.
• Establish and widely promulgate standard levels of support for base-camp services and sustainment for
each phase of the base-camp life cycle.
• Establish energy-efficiency requirements or incentives in base-camp energy support contracts.
• Eliminate or limit retail restaurants and thereby avoid the water penalty associated with meal
preparation and cleanup.
• Relax the restrictions on military construction to enable energy-efficient semi-permanent and
permanent base-camp construction.
• Develop and establish contingency basing management standard operating procedures to achieve
minimum energy-efficiency standards for semi-permanent and permanent base-camp structures.
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